Tab!e 1 FOMC Long-Run Operating Ranges in 1985
Date of meeting Target period
Ranges

Ml
M2 M3
February 12-13 1985 IV 1984-V 1q85 4,7°-6 90 6 9.55 July 9 ID. 1985 IV 1 984'-IV '1985 reaftirmed reaffirmed above range dbove rariqe II 1985 -IV 1985 3-8°~-..
Dissents
'Messrs Boehne and Martin dissented because they preferred a somewhat higher upper boundary for the Ml range in order to provide enough leeway, if needed to accommodate a satisfactory rate of economic expansion In their view the additional leeway was desirable because ofthe uncertainties surrounding the outlookfor velocity, and ittook accountofthefavorable outlookfor inflation and the continuing financial strains in some sectors of the economy Mr. Boehne also noted that Ml growth in 1984 was in the lower partof the Committee's range
Mr Wathch dissented because he wanted to retain the ranges for the broad monetary aggregates that were tentatively adopted in July 1984 In his view those ranges provided adequate room forfostenng a sustainable rate ofeconomic expansion They were more consistent with the Committee's tong-run objective of bringing down inflation and raisingthem might be misinterpreted bythe market as a weakening of policy in that regard. Mr Black dissented because he preferred a rebased range of 4 to 7 percent for Ml which he thought was more likelyto be consistent with both sustained economicexpansion and progress toward price stability In particular he was concerned that the higher B percenttop ofthe rebased range adopted by the Committee might tend to prolong the process of reducing Ml growth to a noninflationary rate "seemed to be returning to a more normal or predicta report to Congress, the Committee pointed out that: ble pattern." this evidence was tempered by the fact On average, the behavior of MI velocity during 1984 that, although Ml velocity was rising, its growth durwasbroadly consistent with previous cyclical patterns. ing the past few years, on average, had been lower i'ogether with other evidence, this development sugthan its growth over the bulk of the postwar period.' A gests that the factors responsible toi the highly on-
usual velocity behavior over 1982 and early 198:1 have continuation of the slow growth in velocity, some receded. Nonetheless, a range ofuncertainty inevitably members of the Committee argued, "would imply the remains about the trend of MI relative to nominal GNP need for Ml growth in the upper part of the Commitin light of recent deposit deregulation and othertinantee's tentative range" of 4 to 7 percent from IV/1984 to cia! innovations lV/i985 (see table I), as established at the July 1984 In view of this continued uncertainty, the Commitmeeting: tee voted to retain the tentative range for Ml growth of The Committee noted that the behavior of Mi veloc-4 to 7 percent from IV/1984 to IV/1985. Of the three ity was subject to considerable uncertainty. In its dissents from this action on the long-run ranges (see table I ), two were based on the view that the upper bound of 7 percent might not provide enough leeway 'Record (May 1985) , p. 330. Seeopposite page fora brief discussion for Mi growth to accommodate a satisfactory rate of of velocity and its recent behavior. The behavior of Ml velocity economic growth should velocity growth again slow in 1985. The other dissent concerned the ranges policy. For a discussion of the effects of changes in Mi velocity on adopted for the broader aggregates. policy, see Thornton (1983a) and Hafer (1985) . For more on the concept, measurement and recent behavior of velocity, the reader is referred to Tatom (1983) , Hem and Veugelers (1983) and Thornton (1983b) .
During its midyear review, the Committee dis-'For example, the average growth rate of Ml velocity from 1960 cussed tile rapid growth of Ml (luring the first six through 1981 was3percent. During 1984, Ml velocityincreased,on months of 1985: from December 1984 to June 1985, Ml average, at a 4.2 percent rate. In contrast, from 1978 through 1983, Ml velocity growth averaged only a 0.5 percent rate. 'Record (May 1985) , p.330.
eReport (April1985), pp. 189-90. had increased at a 12.1 percent annual rate. Despite this rapid increase in money, however, economic gr'owth waned from its lV/1984 pace: real GNP increased at only a 1.1 percent rate dur rig the first half of 1985?
Changes in the responsiveness of the public's demand for Mi balances to changes in interest rates (its interest elasticity) were discussed as a primary explanation for the rapid increase in Ml growth:
in periods characterized by large interest rate declines individuals and businesses tended to shift into Hansaction-type balances from other assets because they sacrificed less interest income in doing so. ' Although interest rate movements in late 1984 were viewed as a likely explanation for rapid Mi growth early in 1985, the continuing rapid growth of Ml during May and June -14.9 percent and 21.7 percentwas judged to be a response by the public to more than just interest rate movements. Some members suggested that the surge was due to special, noninterest-rate factors influencing the demand for Ml.'
The Committee did not unanimously agree on the causes of the rapid rise in Ml during the first half of 1985, but it "generally concluded that faster-thantargeted expansion in Ml could be accepted for the first half of the year," given the slow pace of economic activity, low inflation rate and high value of the dollar'." For the remainder of 1985, the Committee deemed it undesirable to slow Ml growth enough to attain its 1985 annual target range, since this action would be detrimental to economic growth.
Instead, given the uncertainty surrounding the behavior of Ml during the first half of 1985, the Committee voted at its July meeting to rebase the Ml growth target range (see table 1):
In reexamining its Mt range for' 1985 and in setting a tentative range for 1986, the Committee expected that velocity, after its sharp decline in tile first half of this year, would cease falling rapidly -while recognizing that much of the recent decline may not he reversed. Allowance also needed to be made for the high degree of uncertainty surrounding the behavior of Ml velocity, given the experience of the past few years. To lake 'Because inflation had continued at a moderate pace, much of the decline in real GNP growth can be explained by a slowing in nominal income growth (see page 7).
'Record (October 1985), p. 783. 'Among the special factors discussed were changes in corporate cash management practices and transitory responses to sharp declines in Treasury balances. "Record (October 1985), p. 783. account of these considerati )ns, the base for the range of Ml was shifted forward to the second quarter of 1985, and the range was set to encompass growth at an annual rate of3 to 8 per'cent over the second half ofthis year."
At the time of the July meeting, the level of Ml already was above the new annual growth range. 'The Committee, recognizing this fact, admitted that 'it [Mi] was not likely to fall within that range until some time had elapsed." "The growth of Ml would continue to be judged in light of developments iii economic activity, prices, financial market changes and international developments.
Most members agreed that, in setting the 1985 growth range for M2 and M3, the upper bound of both ranges should be increased by 1/2 percentage point over the tentative ranges established in July 1984. Thus, at the February 1985 meeting, the Committee set the 1985 target range at 6 to 9 percent for Ma and at 6 to 9.5 percent for M3 (see table I )." Some members argued that the increase in the M3 range was unnecessary, partly because the increased ranges might impart the (incorrect) notion that the Committee's resolve to fight inflation was waning.
'The Committee reaffirmed the 1985 target ranges for the broader aggregates at its July meeting (see table I ). At this time, the actual growth rate for M2 was near' the upper bound of its 1985 range, and M3 was somewhat above the midpoint of its range.
-
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The actual and expected growth rates of the monetary aggregates for 1985 are reported in table 2. For' Ma and M3, the target period is from lV/1984 to lV/1985, while for Ml it is from 11/1985 to IV/1985. The actual growth of Mi, 124 percent, was over four percentage points above the upper' bound of the Committee's 3 to 8 percent target range. In addition, Ml growth of 11.6 percent from lV/l984 to tv/lass was more than double its 1984 growth rate of 52 percent.
The growth rates of M2 and M3 were within the Committee's target ranges for the year. The 8.6 percent "Report (September 1985) , pp. 672-73.
"Record (October 1985), p. 784. "The monitoring range for total domestic nonfinancial debt was set at 9 to 12 percent, 1 percentage point above its previous tentative monitoring range. range, while \l3's 8.0 percent growth rate was 1.5 percentage points below its upper bound. In both instances, the growth rates for the broader aggregates were only slightly above their 1984 rates of 7.7 percent and 10.4 percent, respectively.
The Committee met eight times during 1985 to review the state of the economy arid determine shortrun changes in monetary policy implementation. The following is a chronological discussion of these shortrun decisions.
The economic data reviewed at the February meeting showed that real economic growth had been strengthening in late 1984. '[he Commerce Department's preliminary estimate of real GNP growth iii IV/l984 was about 4 percent, up from about 1.5 percent in 111/1984. Industrial production also showed strength after declining in September and October.
Though the monetary aggregates were growing well above the short-term targets established at the December 17-18, 1984, meeting (see table 3 ), members were reluctant to initiate policy actions that would reduce the availability of reserves to the banking system.
'rhe Committee's reluctance to reduce money growth stemmed from the continued uncertainty about the sustainability of the recent increase in economic gtowth. Some members argued for policy actions that would lead to slower' money growth; others felt that the pace of economic growth during dines in interest rates.' Also concerned about the effects of the federal government's budget deficit and the growing foreign trade deficit on domestic economic growth, the Committee cautioned against slowing money growth merely to achieve pre-stated growth ranges: "relatively rapid monetary growth would not automatically call for more reserve restraint if it occurred in the context of emerging weakness in business conditions and a strong dollar in the foreign exchange markets." Most Committee members at the February meeting thought that its actions were consistent with achieving the monetary growth rates for the first quarter shown in table 3.
At the March 26 meeting, incoming economic data indicated an economy growing more slowly than in IV/1984. Partial data for March also showed a sharp slowing in the growth of the monetary aggregates. The Committee agreed that the current economic outlook outweighed any move to restrain monetary growth further. Its decision to maintain the existing degree of reserve restraint, in combination with the observed slowing in money growth, led it to expect a slowing in money growth over the next few months. The Committee cautioned, however, -that the current economic uncertainties arid related volatility that appeared to pervade domestic credit and foreign exchange markets would argue for more tolerance toward growth in the aggregates, particularly to the extent that such growth might signi~' an increase in demands for-liquidity.
In other words, if ffor whatever reason) the public's demand for money should again increase substantially (that is, if velocity should fall), the Committee would lean toward accommodating such demands by increasing the supply of reserves.
:fl/10: LAWn After the growth of Ml remained above its annual target through April, two conflicting views among Committee members emerged at the May 21 meeting. One view argued for holding near-term Ml growth to a rate that would bring it closer' to its annual target, lest the above-target growth have an undesirable impact on inflationary expectations. December 16-17. 1985 ' November 1985 --March 1986 7 to 9 about 6-8 about 6-8 & 10
'Mr Solomon dissented frorni mis action because. althouqh he thought some turther easing wou!d be appropnare over the coming period. he believed such action should be relatively gradual. In particular, he was concerned that 'he provision or reserves sought by the Committee risked an excessive decline ri short-term rates and an overreaction In the tirianci~-markets F le therefon preferred a morn cautious probing toward easier reserve conditions.
Mr Gramley dissented because he could riot accept a directive that cal ed ton turther~asirigof reserve conditions ri his view the underlying strength of the economy together with the ongoing e t fects of earlier declines in interest rates provided the basis for a "kely rebound In economic growth during 1985. He also nelieveci that the Committee needed to take greater account of the broader rriorietary aggregates whose expansion appeared to be exceeding the~orrinn ttee's expectations by a substantial margin n the fourth quarter Uncer current uncumstarices he was concerned that significant furlher etsinq of reserve conditions would foster add,t'orial declines in interest rates that woLpd have to be reversed later as economic growth picked up again.
Mr Black dissented hecaLice he preFerred to direct policy implementation in the weeks rrrirriediately ahead toward achieving somewhat siower exoansion in Ml In his view, bringing Ml growth more promptly within the Committees range for the year would he~pguard against a possible worsening of inflationary nxpectatioris arid would limit the risk of a petcntialiy unsettling rriovement in interest rates later In the yearMr. Black dissented because he believed some increase in the degree of reserve pressure was ne~dedto help assure an adequate slowing of Ml growth over the months ahead Ms. Seger dissented because she favo,ed ,4orne easing ot reservc cor,mi:ons to help redLice c:tirrent firanc,al strains, moderate the strength of the dollar in foreign exchange markets arid promome faster economic expansion 'Mr. Black dissented because he preferred to direct open market operations promptly toward a somewhat greater degree of reserve restraint and thereby improve the prospects of moderating Ml growth towithin the Committee's range for the second half ofthe year. Ms. Seger dissented because she favored some reduction in the degree of reserve restraint in light ofthe financial vulnerability of some sectors of the economy and in order to encourage sustained economic expansion. 'Mr. Black dissented because he believed some increase in the degree of reserve pressure was needed at this time to ensure adequate slowing of Ml growth in the period ahead. 'Ms. Seger dissented because she believed that some reduction in the degree of reserve restraint was needed to help relieve financial strains in the economy, and to promote a more acceptablerate of economic expansion closer to the faster growth expected by Committee members early this year.
'Mr. Black dissented because he was concerned about the rapid growth of Ml and he did not think a decrease in the degree of pressure on reserve positions was desirable under present circumstances.
The otherview focused on the current sluggishness quarter r-eal CNP would increase only modestly of economic activity: "A number of member's indicated following its lackluster 0.7 percent gr-owth in 1/1985. that they were pr'epared to accept a little more rapid Moreover, the 'recent decline in market rates and the expansion [of Mi]against the backgr-ound of relatively lower discount rate would tend to increase the deweak economic performance, strains in financial marmands for-money and credit under' those circumkets, and the recent behavior of the broader aggrestances as compared with what they otherwise would gates."" Pr-eliminary data suggested that secondbe."" In other words, faster money growth would be "Record (September 1985), p. 711. It also should be noted that "Ibid. The discount rate was lowered from 8.0 percent to 7.5 percent preliminary data indicated a substantial drop in Ml velocity.
on May 20, 1985 .
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necessary to accommodate desired GM" growth.
The Committee's discussion at the May 21 meeting indicates that it viewed the short-mn behavior of the money supply as being influenced by the course of the public's demand for money." Because the economy remained sluggish and interest rate declines had abated, the demand for Ml and, consequently, its growth were expected to slow. Given the strength of Ml relative to its annual target, most mewbens were willing to accept slightly less growth in the broader M2 and M3 aggregates, Contrary to the Committee's expectations, Ml growth surged in May and June, increasing at rates of about 15 percent and 22 percent. As shown in table 4, Ml growth over the March-June period was 14 percent, more than double the rate expected. The growth rates of M2 and M3, however, were more consistent with the Committee's expectations: over the same period, M2 and M3 increased at rates of 7.4 percent and 6.5 percent. required a tightening of reserve availability to slow future Ml growth and bring it into the new target range, a "majority of the members were in favor ... [of] maintaining the existing degree of pressure on reserve positions "which was 'likely to be associated with a marked slowing in the growth of Ml during the third quarter." The Committee expected that the unanticipated surge in non-interest-bearing demand deposits during the second quarter "would appear to have satisfied transactions needs for some period ahead."
By the August 20 meeting, the question of how the recent strength of Ml growth relative to sluggish economic activity would affect policy implementation for the upcoming weeks assumed center stage. Although Ml growth had been exceptionally strong during the first halfof 1985, and inflation continued at a moderate pace, economic activity showed no appreciable rebound as velocity continued to decline. Meanwhile, the trade-weighted value of the dollar against major foreign currencies had fallen about 17 percent from its peak value in late February.
The absence of any clear indication that economic activity was strengthening led some members to argue that maintaining the existing degree of reserve restraint would result in a moderation of future Ml growth. More important, since recent data showed no significant acceleration in either' economic activity or Actual based oil first announced monthly data.
'Error is actual less expected Where expected growth rate isa range. the midpoint is used. The June-September expected growth rate was revised upwatd to 8 to 9 percent at the August 20 meeting ot the FOMC
We have seen that the Committee voted at its July meeting to rebase the Ml growth range on the heels of unexpectedly rapid Ml growth in May and June. Although some members argued that such rapid growth "Axilrod (1985), p. 22, provides a basis for this viewpoint. He notes that: It does not necessarily follow that a money supply target, or guide.
should be abandoned when there are shifts in the demand for money.
So long as shifts in demand forgoods and services are with us, , there is obvious value to a money supply guide, but one that necessarily entails certain )udgmental adiustments to allow for, among other things, shifts in money demand.
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inflation, the Committee argued that a rigid adherence to the long-run Ml growth objectives entailed a greater downside risk to the expansion than the risk of greater inflation.
The Committee voted at the August meeting to "maintain the degree of pressure on reserve positions sought in recent weeks."~It viewed this action as consistent with Ml growth of 8 to 9 percent for 111/ 1985, a substantial increase from the short-term growth range expected at the July meeting (see table  3 ). M2 growth was expected to increase somewhat, while MS growth was expected to fall slightly. The Committee's policy directive noted, however, that 'somewhat greater restraint would be acceptable in the event of substantially higher growth in the monetaiy aggregates."~In fact, open market operations during the intermeeting period following the August vote showed a slight tilt toward reserve restraint.
As table 4 reveals, the Committee substantially underestimated Ml growth for Ill/lass. Nevertheless, the pace of economic activity, the inflation rate, movements in the foreign exchange value of the dollar and the growth of the broader monetaty aggregates argued against the need to further restrict reserve availability in order to bring Ml growth into its target range.
At the October meeting, evidence indicated that the economy was beginning to expand at a faster rate than in the first half of 1985 and that inflation pressures continued to be weak. Following the September 22 announcement by finance ministers and central bank governors of the Group of Five (G-5) countries, the foreign exchange value of the dollar had started to decline again after some increase in early September?
Recent data suggested that Ml growth might decline in the upcoming weeks. (Indeed, Ml growth did drop from 22.4 percent in August to 12.4 percent in Septemberi An analysis prepared by the Board staff indicated that given the volatility of the Ml data and the difficulties of making seasonal adjustments, a decline in Ml for a time could not be ruled out."~Even so, the analysis suggested that Ml growth during lV/1985 probably would continue strong unless market interest rates rose substantially from current levels and that it was 'increasingly doubtful that the targeted rate of Ml growth for the second half of the year as a whole could be reached without an inappropriately abrupt increase in reserve pressures and in interestrates."W ith continued uncertainty surrounding the future behavior of Ml velocity, the Committee voted to maintain the policy stance established in recent weeks.
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"Record (January 1986), p. 23. "Ibid. The "inappropriateness" of tightening policy reflects the Committee's continued concern over the sluggish behavior of real GNP relative to observed monetary growth.
This action, as table 3 shows, was deemed consistent with a slowing in Ml growth from 111/1985 to LV/l985. This policy also was expected to produce SeptemberDecember growth rates for M2 and M3 of about 6 to 7 percent.
Data available at the November 4-S meeting showed economic growth to be slowing from its third-quarter rate and inflation continuing at a moderate rate. The dollar exchange rate against major currencies had declined about 1.5 percent more since the October 1 meeting.
Board staff projections discussed at this meeting pointed to modest real economic growth and low inflation both for the fourth quarter and throughout 1986. Some Committee members continued to express concern that the unevenness of economic growth among different sectors could increase the risk of slowing down the pace of expansion. Concern over uneven growth was heightened by the possible effects of pending legislation to reduce the federal budget deficit and the behavior of the dollar in foreign exchange markets.
The exchange value of the dollar's effect on foreign trade and certain sectors of the economy had become an important policy consideration following the G-5 meeting in September. A decline in the value of the dollar relative to other currencies would have a favorable impact on some domestic industries. A precipitous decline in the value of the dollar, however', would be unsettling and undesirable. Because of the uncertainties that remained about Ml velocity and future economic activity (Ml velocity continued to fall in 111/1985 as it had in the previous two quarters), a reserve tightening campaign to push Ml within its annual target by year's end was judged unwise.
2 ' Instead, the Committee favored no change in reserve availability for the intenneeting period. The behavior of Ml would continue to be viewed in the broader context of the prevailing economic conditions, with acceptance of above-target growth for the second half of 1985.
As shown in table 3, this policy was expected to produce Ml growth of around 6 per-cent, and MZ and M3 growth rates of about 6 percent, for the Septemher-December period. A slowdown in Ml growth for the fourth quarter was expected, in part, because Ml had declined at a -1.6 percent rate in October. By following a policy of maintaining the "current degree of reserve restraint," the Committee argued, "the expansion of Ml was expected to slow consider-ably in the fourth quarter to a rate much closer to that of nominal GNP."
At its December meeting, uncertainty over the proper course of policy continued to prevail. The growth of Ml had surged in November, increasing at about a 13 percent rate, compared with the 1.6 rate of decrease for October. M2 and M3, however, increased at moderate rates in November.
The importance of this disparate growth in Ml relative to the broader monetary aggregates and the continuing declines in Ml velocity emerged as the Committee increasingly relied on economic conditions as a guide to establishing intermeeting policy directives. Economic data available at the December meeting continued to reveal a slowly growing economy that evidently was not responding to the rapid money growth of previous quarters. A majority of members consequently argued for "moving toward implementing some slight easing of reserve conditions," noting that 'decisions about the precise degree of reserve pressure should depend in part on whether the discount rate was reduced, and if so by how much."' Although some members expressed concern that continued rapid money growth might ignite inflationary expectations, most "saw little reason at this time to expect significant changes from the rates of increase experienced in 1985."' More important to the policy decision at this meeting was the concern that the i-ate of economic growth in 1986 might be inadequate, implying that velocity would remain well below its post-war growth rate. Some Committee members viewed easing of reserve availability as a means to foster' lower long-term interest rates further, "which would help sustain the economy" and lessen "the financial strains in some sectors of the economy and the external debt problems of several developing countries. 
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clarified by the observation that "most [membersi believed that policy implementation should be especially alert to the potential need for some further easing in light ofthe relatively sluggish performance of the economy and the generally favorable outlook for prices and wages."' Thus, past and prospective economic developments would set the tone for policy actions in the near future.
...:t.i-rv'
Numerous crosscurrents influenced the FOMC's decisions during 1985. The economy expanded at a relatively slow pace and prices increased at rates reniiniscent of pre-OPEC times. The foreign trade imbalance worsened throughout 1985, though the falling dollar prompted hope for some relief in the future. Falling commodity prices, especially oil prices, r'aised fears about the ability of debtor nations to repay outstanding loans including those to U.S. commercial banks.
The sharp fall in Ml's income velocity continued to influence long-term policy actions and short-term policy implementation. As had happened several years earlier, the demand for money began to deviate markedly from forecasts. Consequently, monetary policy sought to accommodate increasing demands for money, resulting in rapid Ml growth. A major question facing monetary policy for 1986 is whether velocity will rebound, that is, will the rapid growth of Ml in 1985 assert itself in more rapid income growth and inflation during 1986? Axilrod, Stephen. "U.S. Monetary Policy in Recent Years: An Overview," Federal Reserve Bulletin (January 1985), pp. 14-24. 
Supplement FOMC Discussions in 1985
I HIS supplement provides a chronological account of policy discussions of the FOMC in 1985. The selected excerpts are taken from the "Record of Policy Actions," the frill text of which is published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin and the Board's Annual Report. Included in each "Record" art analyses of current economic conditions, staff pm'ojections of future economic developments, discussion of existing and possible policy actions and a reporting of the operating instructions issued by the FOMC.
The information reviewed at this meeting suggested that the rate of economic expansion strengthened in late 1984. For the fourth quarter as a whole, growth in real gross national product picked up to an annual r'ate of about 4 percent, according to the pr'eliminary estimate of the Commerce Department, from about 1-1/2 percent in the third quarter, and there was evidence of continued moderate expansion in early 1985... Broad measures of prices and wages generally continued to rise in 1984 at rates close to those recorded in 1983.
After growing little on balance since early summer, Ml expanded at estimated annual rates of about 10-1/2 and 9 percent respectively in December and January. M2 and M3 also expanded rapidly over the two months, rising on aver'-age at annual rates estimated to be around 14 and 13-1/2 percent respectively, considerably above the short-run objectives for' the November-to-March period established at the December meeting. Relative to the Committee's longerrun objectives for the period from the fourth quarter of1983 to the fourth quarter of1984, Ml grew at a r'ate of about 5-1/4 percent, somewhat below the midpoint of its 4 to 8 percent range, and M2 increased at a rate of about 7-3/4 perrent, a bit above the midpoint of its 6 to 9 percent range. Ma and domestic nonfinancial sector debt expanded at rates of about 10-1/2 and 13-1/2 pentent respectively, above the Committee's ranges of 6 to 9 percent and 8 to 11 percent for the year. "ibid.
In the first part of the recent intermeeting interval, open market operations were directed toward achieving some further reduction in pressures on reserve positions. Adjustment plus seasonal bor'rowing at the discount window, after bulging around year-end, declined to the $250 million to $300 million range over much of January. By the latter part ofJanuary, against the background of continued rapid growth in the monetary and credit aggregates and the relatively good performance of the economy, the easing process came to an end; reserves were provided more cautiously through open market operations, and borrowing rose somewhat, partly because of unexpectedly large demands for excess reserves.
In the Committee's discussion of the economic situation and outlook, the member's agreed that continuing expansion in business activity was a likely prospect for 1985, though at a more moderate rate than in the first two years of the current cyclical upswing.
While a number of members commented during the discussion that actual growth in line with the forecasts would r'epresent a favorable development for' the third year of an economic expansion, sever'al observed that growth might well be faster', especially in the short run. This possibility was raised by current indications of appreciable strength in both consumer and business spending and an expansive fiscal policy. It was also pointed out that a large decline in the foreign exchange value of the dollar, should it occur, would tend to stimulate domestic business activity while also adding to inflationary pressures. tn the course oftheir discussion, the members referred to evidence that the income velocity of Ml -nominal GNI' divided by the Ml stock -seemed to be returning to a more normal or' predictable pattern. Some analysis suggested that the trend growth of Ml velocity might be somewhat lower than that experienced over much of the postwar period, reflecting in part the deregulation of deposits and other financial changes in recent years arid the related prospect of a slower rate of financial innovation in the future. A number' of members emphasized that such a development would imply the need for Ml growth in the upper part of the Committee's tentative range. It was also noted that the lagged effects of the interest rate declines during the latter part of 1984 were likely to depress velocity growth in the first par't of 1985. Other member's raised the prospect that the gr'owth in Ml velocity might not decline as much as expected from the rate experienced in 1984 and in that event growth of Ml near the upper limit ofthe tentative r'ange, or above it, would have inflationary implications. The member's agreed that the trend r'ate of increase in Ml velocity, as well as the velocity of the other monetary aggregates, remained subject to a considerable r'ange of uncertainty, given the still limited experience with a relatively deregulated financial environment. Under these conditions, the Commitlee member's indicated the need to continue to judge the behavior of the monetary aggregates in light of the tlow of information on business activity, infiationarv pressures, and conditions in domestic credit and foreign exchange markets. Growth in Ml accelerated to an annual rate of about 14 percent in February from 9 percent in January, but partial data available for March indicated a considerable slowing. Growth in M2 and M3 moderated somewhat in February and averaged about 12 percent and 9 percent respectively over the January-February period. As with Ml, growth in the broader aggregates appear'ed to be slowing considerably in March.
lHoweverl considerable concern was expressed about the sensitive conditions in dotnestic financial and foreign exchange markets, especially against the background of the distortions and uncertainties stemming from massive and persisting deficits in the federal budget and the record and still widening gap in the nation's balance of trade. The members referred to the quite different trends in various sectors of the economy; in general, the service industries were doing well while industries related to agriculture, mining, ener~",and a number of manufacturing activities were experiencing a variety ofproblems and were subject to vanfing degrees of financial strain.
The prospective performance of business fixed investment was cited as a key element in the outlook for economic activity. While the members generally anticipated further' expansion in investment spending, developments over the course ofrecent months together with the results of surveys of business intentions suggested a pronounced deeeler'ation from the unusually rapid growth experienced during the first two year's of the current expansion.
The members recognized that cur-rent uncertainties about the economic outlook and the sensitive conditions in domestic credit and for'eign exchange mar'kets weighed against a significant increase in the degree of reserve restraint. At the same time, several placed considerable emphasis on the desirability of foster'ing slower monetary expansion over the period ahead to help assure growth within the Committee's target ranges for the year.
While no member contemplated the need for a substantial move toward greater' reserve restraint, some commented that a small but timely move might well avert the necessity for a more vigorous, and potentially more disruptive, adjustment later. On the other hand, a number' of members felt that the current economic uncertainties and related volatility that appeared to pervade domestic credit and for'eign exchange markets would argue for mor'e tolerance toward growth in the aggregates, particularly to the extent that such growth nught signi~yan increase in demands for liquidity.
The information reviewed at this meeting suggested only a modest pickup in real GNP in the current quarter fr'om the 0.7 percent annual rate of growth r'epom'ted for the tirst quarter. Spending by doniestic sectors has been relatively well maintained, but a large shar'e of the demand for goods apparently has been met by imports rather than through an expansion of domestic production. Broad measures of prices and wages generally wer'e continuing to rise at rates close to those recorded in 1984.
Growth in Ml, which had slowed mtiarkedly in March fr'om the rapid pace of' earlier months, remained moder'ate in April at an annual r'ate of about 6 percent. M2 amid Ma, after' slowing appreciably in March to annual rates of growth of about 3-3/4 and 5-1/2 percent respeclively, were little changed in April. Thus, while expansion in Ml was about in line with the Conimittee's expectations for the Mar'ch-toJune period, growth in the broader' aggregates was running well below the rates anticipated.
During their review of the economic situation and outlook, Committee members focused with concern on evidence that the economy, despite elements of strength, was expanding at a relatively sluggish pace; and they also stressed the uncem'tainties that sur'rounded the prospects for some pickup in the rate of economic growth. The currently mixed pattern of developments greatly complicated the forecasting process, especially against the background of the distortions and pressures associated with massive deficits in the feder'al budget and the balance of tr'ade, together with persisting strains in financial markets.
A number of members expressed particular concern about the depressing impact that the conipetition of foreign goods was having on domestic production, and some commented that the outlook for the dollar in the exchange markets constituted the major uncertainty in assessing economic prospects. While domestic final demands were being reasonably well maintained, a strong dollar was divetting these demands toward imports, which were growing rapidly, and holding back domestic output. The strength of the dollar was also tending to curb the expansion of exports.
Given the r'elatively low rates of capacity utilization and the ourlook for only limited growth in economic activity, mermibers indicated that the risks of an acceleration iii the r'ate of inflation appeared to be low, Some member's noted their' concer'n, however', that cut'r'en I inflation rates wer'e too high -with recent tendencies in consumer prices worr'isome -especially iii light of the inflationary implications of a possible decline over time in the foreign exchange value of the dollar', In the cour'se ofdiscussion it was noted that Ml had been gr'owing about as expected at the previous meeting, but that sonic pickup in gr'owth could develop in the period ahead, A number' of members indicated that they were prepared to accept a little more r'apid expansion against the background of relatively weak economic per'lor'manee, strains in financial mar'ke Is, and the recent behavior of the tjr'oader aggr'egates. It was also pointed out that much of the increase in MI thus fimr this year reflected expansion in interest-bearing checking accounts. Banks and thr'ifts had reduced interest rates on these accounts only slowly in response to declines in market yields that had begun in the latter part of last yew', thereby making it relatively more attractive for' the public to hold savings in such instruments, Nonetheless, Mt was running above the path associated with its long-run tar'get and some members stressed the desirability of holding down near-term Ml growth, partly because of rate of growth that appeared unduly high could risk having an adverse impact on inflationary sentiniemit, In May and June, Ml expanded very rapidly, and its growth over the March-to-June interval was at an annual rate of about 13-1/4 percent, well above the rate expected at the time of the May meeting. The strength in Ml was evident in all its major' components, par'ticularly in deniand deposits. That strength, coupled with an acceleration in the nontransaction component of M2 in June, brought growth in the broader aggregates to r'ates somewhat higher than expected in May for the thr'ee-month period. Nevertheless, for the period from the fourth quarter of 1984 thr'ougli the second quarter of 1985, M2 and M3 expanded at rates within their long-term ranges, while Ml grew at a rate well above its r'ange.
Total reserves grew rapidly in May and June, reflecting increases in required reserves associated with the growth in transaction accounts. The level of adjustment plus seasonal borrowing averaged around $550 million in the three complete maintenance per'iods between meetings and was running over $1.2 billion in the week before this meeting, as seasonal strains associated with the midyear statement date amid the holiday period, together with massive swings in Treasury balances, complicated reserve management at depository institutions arid the Feder'al Reserve,
In support of their expectation that the rate of economic expansion would improve from the very sluggish pace experienced in the first half of the year, member's r'efer'r'ed to the favorable impact of reduced interest r'ates on interestsensitive sectors of the economy, such as the constr'uetion and automobile industries, arid they also noted the buildup of liquidity in the economy.
With regard to the mm nook for inflal ion, the member's noted that wage and price pm'essum'es wer'e relatively subduer! in domestic labor and pr'oduct mam'kets, Inflationary pressures wem'e gm-eater in some ofthe service industr'ies, hut against the background of genem'ally low capacity utilization m'ates and r'elatively high unemployment the members did not expect much change in the over'all r'ate of inflar ion during the year ahead, at least in the absence of any sizable decline in the foreign exchange value of the dollar. Indeed, one rnemher observed that the performance of pt'ices might well prove to be better than was generally expected unless the exchange value of the dollar wer'e to fall substantially. A number' of members commented that a limited decline in the dollar might have little, it any, effect on domestic pr'icmrs or in the cxl en t of import penetration.
Looking ahead to the balance of the year, the member's differed to some extent on an appropr'iate Ml target, but they generally concluded that it would not be desirabhe in the current economic and financial environment to offset the recent spurt in Ml by a slowing in the second half sufficient to bring Ml into the existing 4 to 7 percent longrun range. i'hat would imply almost no growth month by month on average over the balance of the year. While the prospective behavior ofMl would remain subject to continuing uncertainties, the menthems believed that Ml velocity would probably move gradually toward a more usual or predictable pattern and that maintenance of the current degm'ee of reserve pressure would he associated with a reduction in Ml growth during the second half of the year to a modem'ate pace. Such growth was likely to be consistent with a pickup in the rate of economic expansion and continued containment of inflationary pressures. Accordingly, most of the members favored either raising the Ml m'ange that had been established in February for the year or m'ebasing the range from the fourth quarter of 1984 to the second quarter of 1985, with a smaller increase or not change in the actual numerical range.
The members agreed that some shortfall in the growth of Ml from expectations, should it occur for a month or two, should not be resisted and might indeed be desirable in the context ofacceptable economic performance. Conversely, a tendency for Ml growth to exceed expectations should be countered more promptly, at least in the view of some members, in light of the rapid earlier growth in transaction balances, The members also felt that the behavior of the dollar in foreign exchange markets might well impose a significant constraint -potentially in either direction -with regard to possible adjustnients in the degree of r'eserve restm'aint over the weeks ahead.
'Though slowing from the quite rapid May-June pace, Ml had shown m'elatively stm'ong growth since midyear; it increased at an annual rate of about 9 percent in July and data for early August indicated the likelihood of stronger growth in the current month, Thus, its expansion appeared to be well above the Committee's expectations for the June-toSeptember' period. The strength iii Ml reflected an acceleration in other checkable deposits while demand deposits, though increasing little on balance, remained at high levels as the extraordinary surge of late spring in such deposits showed no signs of unwinding. Expansion in the broader aggregates slowed in July from the average pace over the previous two months, to annual m'ates ofabout 8-1/2 percent for M2 and 4-1/4 percent for M3.
Early in the intermeetinig interval open market oper'ations were directed at maintaining the existing degree of pressures on reserves. By early August, with Ml running well above the Committee's expectations at the time of the July meeting, and with M2 also on the high side, against the hackgrourld of a weaker dollar and sustained economic activity, desk opem'ations were conducted will) a view toward niore cautious provision of reserves.
Particular emphasis was given during the Committee's discussion to the prospect that domestic economic developments would depend importantly on international conditions, including ttie economic performance of industrialized countries, the ability and willingness of developing countries to manage their' foreign debt problems, the global ener'gy situation, arid the foreign exchange value of the dollar. The members continued to stress, as they had at previous meetings, the strongly adverse impact that fom'eign competition, fostered by a high value of the dollar in for'eign exchange markets, was having on overall domestic economic activity and in particular on many manufacturing firms and on agriculture. Some members commented that the prospects for near-term improvement in the balance of trade seemed to be relatively remote.
Without provision of such funds [capital infiowsl relatively willingly from abm'oad, pressures on domestic interest rates would be greater than otherwise. The members agreed that the transition to a lower trade deficit and a mom'e sustainable pattern of international transactions generally, presumably accompanied by a lower dollar, would be greatly facilitated by substantial progress in reducing future deficits in the federal budget and by the avoidance of protectionist legislation that could have a highly unfavorable effect on international trade, on the ability of developing countries to r'esolve their external debt problems, and on the overall performance of the domestic economy. Several members noted that the risks associated with the underlying distortions and problems in the domestic econonry and the persisting strains in domestic and international financial markets posed dilemmas that were not amenable to a monetary policy solution.
In the course of the Committee's discussion, a number of members emphasized the uncertainties surrounding the behavior of Ml and the down side risks they saw in the economy. Under prevailing circumstances, the surge in Ml growth might not have the usual inflationary implications. The denrand for assets in Ml appeared to have been influenced by the relatively low level of interest rates on market instruments and also on small time eer'tifieates of deposits, and the velocity of money seemed to be continuing to decline sharply. . . It was also argued that the objective of achieving Ml growth within the Committee's longrun mange might receive somewhat reduced emphasis, at least for a time, pending evaluation offurther developments including the performance of the broader' aggregates.
Other' mnembem's expressed mor-e concern that fur-them' Ml growth at rates substantially above the Committee's longm'un range would have inflationary consequences over time. They noted the persisting str'ength of Ml in recent weeks, and should that continue, they felt that added reserve restraint would pm'obably he desirable to bring Ml closet' to the upper end, or within, the Committee's lomig-m'umi m'ange by the fourth quarter'. Continued stm'ength in Ml could also raise questions about the Committee's commitment to an anti-inflationary policy, with potentially adverse implications for inflationary expectations.
'the information m'eviewed at this meeting suggested that economic activity expanded in the third quarter at an annual rate of about :j percent, compared with a rate of about I per'cent in the first half of the year. While the incr'ease in total spending by domestic sector's was a little weaker than in tile first half, growth in domestic output was higher' because the trade balance in the third quar'ter apparently did not deteriorate further, Bm'oad measures of pr'ices and wages appeared to he r'ising at r'ates close to or somewhat below those recorded earlier' in the year.
Ml growth sur'ged in August to an annual r'ate just over' 20 per'cent, r'etlecting exceptional strength in interest-hearing checkable deposits and relatively m'apid expansion in other' components. Data for the first half of September suggested slower' hut still substantial expansion in Ml. i'hus, for' the period from June to September Ml was expanding at a r'ate well above the Committee's expectations, and was at a level substantially higher than the path consistent with tile Committee's range for the second half of the year. Reflecting the surge in Ml, M2 accelerated in August to at) annual r'ate of about ll-t/4 percent and M3 also strengthened to a rate of about 8-1/2 percent.
In the light of growth in the monetary aggregatesespecially MI -continuing to exceed expectations, and with indications of a someivhat stronger tone in the economy as the intermeeting period progressed, open market oper'ations during the period were dir'ected towar'd maintaining or slightly increasing the degree of reserve restr'aint that had been sought shor'tly before the meeting Or) August 20. As a result, the level ofadjustmmment plus seasonal bor'r'owing rose somewhat on balance in the inter'meeting interval, aver'aging about $515 million in the latest reserve maintenance period ending September 25. Borrowing had been running substantially higher' in recent days, however', because of technical market conditions associated with a hurr'icane on the East Coast and the end-of-quar'ter statennent date.
Considerable attention was focused on the perlorrnance of the dollar in foreign exchange markets and the intplications of possible changes in exchange rates for' the balance of trade and the domestic economy. 'l'he members also reviewed developments relating to the foreign debt problems of less developed countries. In the course of discussion nremhers recognized, as in previous meetings, that the extm'aor'dinary strength of the dollar earlier' had conlnhuted to the size of the trade deficit, hut they also emphasized Ihe importance of maintaining underlying confidence in the dollar, given the dependence of the United States for the time being on lar'ge capital inflows, It was noted that the possibility, while perhaps remote, of a precipitate continuing decline in the value of the nlollar would present a I hm'eat to the hmiancial system and the economy because of its potential implications for' higher' interest rates and inflationary pressures, particularly in the absence of stronger budgetary restraint than had yet been achieved. Protectionist legislation would aggr'avate the potential difficulties, Consequently, it would he important that shifts in the value of the dollar be orderly. It) general ... it appeared increasingly donrbtful that the tar'geted rate of Mt growth for tile second half of the yeirr as a whole could be reached without an inappropriately abr'upt increase in reserve pt'essur'es anti in inte r'es I t'ates, Gr'owth in Ma and Ma was expected to r'emain roughly consistent with the tar'gel r'anges for 1985, and much slower growth in Ml -consistent with the upper end of us target -would imi the view of many mm-tmber's he acceptable and desir'able, depending upon developments in the econoriry and financial markets.
The members placed considerable emphasis on the need to judge the behavior of Ml fri the context of the per'for'-mance of the economy and the relatively moderate growth in the broader aggregates. Cut'r'ently sensitive conditions in domestic anti international financial markets and debt problems in some sectors of the economy such as~agn'iculture were themselves a restraining force on the economy amid argued against a policy course that might entail appr'eciably higher' interest rates in the short run. On the other hand, significant easing under immediately prevailing mar'-ket circumstances would incur too mtrch risk of pr'olonging undue growth in money and debt, possibly triggering an abrupt and exagger'ated decline in the foreign exchange value of the dollarwith disturbing impliealions for' inflation and financial mar'kets over time,
/
Ml appeared to have changed little on balance in October and may have declined slightly after several months ofr'apid expansion; but it r'emained well above the range set by the Committee in July of 3 to 8 pet'cent at an annual rate for the period from the second quarter to the fourth quar'ter of the year. M2 and M3 apparently grew sluggishly dur'ing the month, reflecting a moderalion tt) their' nontr'ansactions components as well as the weakness in Ml. As a result, by October M2 apparently had moved to a level a hit below the upper end of its annual range, while M3 was still near the middle of its long-run range.
During the Committee's discussion of the economic situationi and outlook, rnentber's comntented that, on the whole, the latest infor'mation suggested a more sluggish ecomiomic per'for'mnance that) had beer) ir)dicaned ear'lier. Nonetheless, several member's felt that fut'ther economic expar)sioo broadly in line will) the stall forecast remained a reasonable expectation for the year ahead. It) gener'al, the member's did not anticipate that any major sector of the economy would provide ir stmng fillip to the expansion, bul Ihey thought further growth was likely to be sustained by at least modest gains in sever'al key sector's of the ecor)Omy. At the same time, a number of men)bers gave considerable emphasis to possible harbinger's of a very sluggish economy. 0mm merither' r'eferr'ed to the risk that the expansion itself might falter if persisting problems and financial strains in some sectors of the economy were not contained, 't'he nienrthet's recognized that under currenl circumstances their forecasts were subject to a great deal of uncertainty, and par'ticular r'efer'ence was made to the outlook for legislation to reduce the feder'al budget deficit and to the behavior of the dollar' in fom'eign exchange markets.
While it was believed that the drop in the dollar' since the G-5 meeting would tend to exert a positive effect on the economy by r'elieving pressures on export-and on importsensitive industries, it was also pointed out that an unduly lai'ge and r'apid depreciation could have the potential for unsettling economic consequences under' present cit'cumstances, One member commented that rising prices were already being reported for' a few imported materials, appam'-ently as a consequence of earlier reductions in the value of the dollar. The members were also concerned that, at a time whien the deficit in thie U.S. eur'rent accoumit continued to require large net inflows of funds fi'om abroad, any considerable reduction imi the willingness of investors to accumulate dollar assets could exert upward pressure on domestic interest rates as well, with damaging implications for imiterest-sensitive sectors of the domestic econiomy amid for several developing countries bur'dened by international debt problems.
The Committee turnied to a discussion of policy implemenlation for the forthcoming inter'mneeting period, and most of the members indicated that they were in favor of maintaining reserve conditions essentially unchanged, at least initially following today's meeting. The member's took account, artiong other things, of an analysis which suggested that, given the pr'ospect of modest expansion in economnic activity during the fourth quar'ter, a steady degm'ee of reserve pressur'e was likely to be associated with some pickup in gr'owth of all the monetary aggregates over the remainder' of the quar'ter ft'om the reduced October pace.
As they biad at previous meetings, the member's agreed that the behavior of Ml needed to be judged in the context of the performance of the economy and tile fad that the broader aggregates were gr'owimig at r'ates within tbieir ranges. tinder prevailing circumstances, and unless the dollar' declined sharply fur'lher', the strength of Ml thus far' did not appear to suggest strong inflationary consequences. Thus, aggressive effom'ts to reduce its gm'owth beyond the slower pace rhat was already expected were deemed In) be unwarranted, especially in light of the financial strains and olher' pr'oblems in some sectors of the econotny and the attendant risks to the expansion itself, Accordingly, the member's concluded that growth of Ml above its target m'ange wotrld h,e acceptable for the second half of the year, Growth of Ma and Ma within I heir long-run ranges continued to he appropriate. could foresee conchtiomis that would call for either' some easing or' sonic tightening. Most of the nnembers felt that policy implementation should be par'ticular'ly alert to oppor'tunities for sonic easing in light of the relatively sluggish growth in domestic economic activity and the favor'abte price performance, subject to the constraint imposed by a desire to minimize the risk of indticing trnacceptably faster growth in money and credit, It was also emphasized that account needed to be taken of the behavior of the dollar on foreign exchange markets in any policy adjustments.
After declining slightly in October, Ml expanded at ami annual rate of about 13 pem'cent in November, Growth in M2 and M3 contintied quite moderate in Novemher, at annual rates of about 6-1/2 and 5 per'cent respectively. i'hr'ough November', Ml expanded at a pace well above the r'ange set by the Comnmitlee in July of 3 to 8 percent at an annual rate over the period from the second quatter to the fourth quarter ofthe year; Ma grew at a n'ate a bit below the upper limit of its range of 6 to 9 percent for the year' and M3 expanded at a rate near the midpoint of its range of 6 to 9-1/2 per'cent for 1985.
Given expansion in rbie broader monetary aggregates at a pace close to the Committee's expectations for the September-to-December' period and within their longer'-run ranges as well, arid with account taken ofeconomic and financial developments, open market operations during the intermeeting interval were directed toward maintaining approximately unchanged conditions of reserve availability.
'rhe staff projections pt'esented at this meeting had suggested that growth in r'eal GNP would continue at a relatively modest pace in 1986, with the average uneniploymemil rate and the m'ate of increase in prices during rhie coming year expected to cllange little from thie rates in 1985. While the staff projection was seen as a plausible assessment of the outlook, several memnber's emphasized that any cur-rent forecast was subject to a great deal of uncertainty. They refer'r'ed, for example, to the difficulty of evaluating the potential impact of deficit r'eduction and tax reform legislatior, amid to the uncertainties sun'ounding the outlook for the U.S. trade balance, Turning to par'ticular sectors of the economy, the rnemhem's again underscored the var'i;tliomi it) comidilions among industries and their unever) contribution to cur'renit and pr'ospective economi cac tivity. Moderate growtl) was considered to he a reasonable expectation for many sectors of the economy. At the sanle time, the mnenrthem's expr'essed concer'n about the persisting problems ;tnd financial strains in some industries such as agriculture arid a number of manufacturing and exrractive birsinesses, notably those that competed actively with foreigti producer's.
With regard to the otrtlook l'or imillation, the member's saw little reason at this time to expect significant chaniges from the rates of increase exper'ienced it) 1985, 'l'he reduced value of the dollar in for'eign exchange mar'kets would tend In the Comtrmnittee's discussion of possible inter'mneeling adjustmemr Is in Ihe degm'ee of reserve r'estr'aint, rmremribem's to exert sonre upward pressure on prices, but continued sol'Iness in world commodity prices, especially oil, could have offsetting effects, Inflationary sentimnemt appeared to have diminished, as evidenced by the r'ecent pen'l'onmance of the stock and bond man'kets, arid with continuing competition from abroad, price competition could be expected to r'emain intense in nnany mar'kets, In the Committee's discussion of policy implementation for' thie period ahead, the members differed to some extent in their views concerning an appropriate degr'ee of pr'essur'e on r'eserve positions. Some favot'ed dit'ecting open market operations, at least initially, towar'd maintaining approximately unchanged conditions of reserve availability. A major'ity, however, indicated a preference for moving toward implementing some slight easing of reserve conditions, Several also commnented that decisions about the precise degree of reserve pr'essut'e should depend in part on whether-the discount rate was reduced, and if so by how much, While the final phase of deposit deregulalion was expected to have little net impact omi monetary growth during the first quarter, the members recognized that the relationship between money arid GNP r'emained subject to a great deal ofuncertainty. They noted that the demand t'or' Ml had deviated considerably from historical exper'ierme and that it was very difficult to predict when the unusual weakness in Ml velocity, which had been evident for sevem'al quarter's, would be reversed and a more normal pattern would emerge. In the circumstances, some sentinrent was expressed for' further' reducing the emmtphasis on Ml, but a niajonity of the members agreed that it should be retained as a guide among others for' Ihe conduct of mnomietary policy.
It was also suggested that the Committee's expectations with regard to the shon't-run growth of the aggm'egates be stated with less pn'ecision than in the past and that the behavior of MI, in particular, be evaluated in the context of other' economiric and financial developments, including the growth of the broader aggregates.
